Farmland human-shape obstacles identification based on Viola-Jones Algorithm
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Abstract: When agricultural unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is spraying in the field or hovering on the ridge, there is a possibility that obstacles without moving characteristics represented by humans may collide with agricultural UAV. In order to quickly identify and detect human-shape obstacles, realize the safe operation of agricultural UAV, this paper proposes a new method based on Viola-Jones Algorithm according to the head-shoulder ratio characteristics of Chinese adults and the basic spraying parameters of agricultural UAV. The cascade object detector is used to detect people’s upper bodies area of all humanoid obstacles in the view field of the agricultural UAV’s flight direction, and the extracted upper body image is binarized to obtain the relevant projection histogram and calculate the width ratio and distance ratio of head-shoulder, then judge whether it is a human-shape obstacle, and combine the depth and position information to avoid the danger of collision. The test results show that the method is feasible and effective in recognizing human-shape obstacles on the front or back in the farmland within the sight distance of 6 meters.
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1 Introduction

In the Joint Circular of the General Offices of MOF, the Ministry of Finance (MOF) and the Civil Aviation Administration of China on Launching Pilot Programs of Farm Machinery Purchase Subsidy for Standard Operation of Plant Protection Drone released in September 2017, it was for the first time clearly specified that pilot drones should be equipped with an obstacle avoidance system so that the flight operation can identify, monitor and trace the surrounding environment\(^1\). And in January 2018, the Interim Regulations on flight management of UAVs (Draft for comments) stressed that ensuring flight safety and important target safety should be considered as the focus of legislative work\(^2\). The Interim Regulations on flight management of UAVs (Draft for approval) submitted in July 2019 pointed out the urgent need to formulate top-level regulations to regulate operations, better maintain national, public and flight safety, and promote the rapid and healthy development of UAV industry and related fields. Therefore, the realization of intelligent identification of farmland obstacles and real-time obstacle avoidance is one of the development trends of intelligent agricultural drones, which can improve the safety of production\(^3\). Obstacle avoidance systems based on visual sensors, for example, binocular vision sensors can detect obstacles at different distances by changing the baseline. It is more intuitive and clearer in identifying obstacle types, depth information, and recording flight data\(^4\).

In the image feature extraction of target detection, common methods include HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) features, LBP (Local Binary Pattern) features, Haar-like features, etc. HOG features constitute the feature by calculating and counting the gradient direction histogram of the local area of the image\(^5\). The HOG+SVM classifier has been widely used in image recognition. It can better describe the shape, weaken the influence of illumination, and has a good effect in pedestrian recognition. LBP features is an operator used to describe local texture features of an image. With low dimension and fast computing speed, LBP texture features have significant advantages such as rotation invariability and gray invariability\(^6\). However, when the illumination changes are not uniform, the size relation between each pixel is destroyed and the corresponding LBP operator also changes. Haar-like features is a very classic feature extraction algorithm. Haar feature value reflects the change of image gray level and can better describe the change of light and shade\(^7\). It is sensitive to some simple graphic structure, such as edge and line segment, and suitable for describing the structure with specific strike (horizontal, vertical and diagonal)\(^8\). Haar and LBP
features are often used to detect faces because they work well for representing fine-scale textures. The HOG features are often used to detect objects such as people and cars. They are useful for capturing the overall shape of an object\cite{19,10}. Based on AdaBoost algorithm, Viola and Jones construct viola-Jones detector by using Haar-like feature and integral graph method for face detection\cite{11].

This paper proposes a new method based on Viola-Jones algorithm according to the head-shoulder ratio characteristics of Chinese adults and the basic spraying parameters of agricultural UAV. The cascade object detector is used to obtain the upper body area of all humanoid obstacles in the view field of the agricultural UAV’s flight direction, and binary the extracted upper body image to obtain the relevant projection histogram, then calculate the ratio of the maximum head width $W_h$ (as shown in Figure 1) to the maximum shoulder width $W_s$ (marked as the width ratio of head-shoulder, $R_{HS1}$), and the ratio of the maximum head width $W_h$ to vertical distance $D$ from top of head to maximum shoulder width (marked as the distance ratio of head-shoulder, $R_{HS2}$), then judge whether it is a human-shape obstacle and whether there is collision risk according to the depth and position information, so as to realize the rapid identification and detection of human-shape obstacles and ensure the safe operation of agricultural UAVs.
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Figure 1 Upper body model

2 Theory and testing

In the actual spraying environment, the flying height of the agricultural UAV is 1-3 m from the crop canopy, and the flying speed is about 3-6 m/s\cite{12,13}. Obstacles affecting its flight include various man-made facilities, various organisms with irregular action in the flying range, as well as instruments in agricultural production. According to the characteristics of obstacles, all kinds of farmland obstacles that may appear in the working environment can be classified into four categories\cite{11}, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro obstacles</td>
<td>wire, inclined cable, branch, protruding plant, power grid or communication line, wooden pole or pergola placed in the field, test pole, nylon net, metal net, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small and medium obstacles</td>
<td>scattered tree, telegraph pole, hayrick, wind turbine, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large obstacles</td>
<td>shelter forest, high-pressure tower, house, meteorological tower, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fixed or visually-distorting obstacles</td>
<td>bird and beast, human being, high-speed moving non-living objects, blurring-texture or specular-reflecting objects, for instance, pond, plastic film in greenhouse, PC sun sheet, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At present, agricultural UAV has been able to identify large and medium-sized obstacles. Other non-living objects cannot move independently, so if the obstacle avoidance system of agricultural UAV is sensitive and mature enough, accidents such as fuselage damage or crop loss can be avoided. Among the above obstacles, human being and animals are obstacles that can move actively. However, the scope of human movement is more complicated, and it also involves the management regulations of legal operation and safety of pesticide spraying, so the safety of human life is the most concerned issue of our obstacle avoidance research. When the agricultural UAV sprays in the field or hovers on the ridge to take off or land, the primates obstacles with no regular motion characteristics represented by humans, who are in the operation range of agricultural UAV, if their attention is concentrated, they can withdraw from the agricultural UAV’s work area actively because of their sensory organs. However, when people’s attention is distracted, senses are degraded, or the human body is blocked by vegetation in the operating area, there is a possibility that the passive obstacle avoidance system of agricultural drone cannot detect human-shape obstacles, or that a person riding fast-moving vehicles on ridges may hit agricultural drones in the non-applied state, either of which will cause a serious safety accident.

2.1 Characteristic analysis of human-shape obstacles

Compared with other obstacles, human-shape obstacles can be distinguished quickly from micro obstacles such as electric wires and large obstacles such as houses according to their size. Among obstacles with insignificant differences in volume, factors such as the height or size cannot be easily distinguished, but the outline and structure of human-shape obstacles are clearly different from other small and medium-sized obstacles. For example, the curvature changes of obstacles such as electric poles and haystacks are obviously different from those of human body, and the structural proportions of height, area and other parts of agricultural machinery such as turbines also have nothing in common with those of human body.

At the same time, due to differences between individuals, human-shape obstacles have greater uncertainty in some characteristics, such as height, weight, and clothing. In the farmland operating environment, the part below the head of people may be blocked by the external environment or Interfering with clothing. If such factors are identified as the characteristics of human-shape obstacles, it is not general and cannot effectively identify all human-shape obstacles. Although the contour of human body can accurately represent the features of most human-shape obstacles, if the entire contour is chosen as the recognition feature, because the contour shape of most areas changes during the human body is moving\cite{10}, it is hard to identify the contour features by setting simple and fast standards.

Based on the upper body model (as shown in Figure 1), this paper selects local scale features to realize the recognition of human-shape obstacles, and selects two indexes that the width ratio of head-shoulder $R_{HS}$ and the distance ratio of head-shoulder $R_{HS2}$ to realize the recognition of human-shape obstacles. Process the picture to obtain the target data, and judge whether each value is within a certain error range. Because individual differences have little effect on the proportion of human body structure, and the head and shoulders have movement stability\cite{8}, the selection of human-shape obstacle features combines the height and width of human head and shoulders, which can basically distinguish from other small and medium-sized obstacles.

According to the Chinese Adult Human Body Size Standard GB10000-1988\cite{15}, the $R_{HS}$ of adult men aged 18-60 is between 0.30-0.47, and the $R_{HS2}$ is between 0.54-0.71, and that of adult women aged 18-55 $R_{HS1}$ is between 0.29-0.44, and the $R_{HS2}$ is between 0.56-0.72. After combining the above data, the $R_{HS}$ of the human-shape obstacle should be between 0.29-0.47 and the
2.2 Method

This experiment uses the global exposure binocular camera Iris550 (as shown in Figure 2) of Supernode Innovative Technology Co., Ltd., with a binocular baseline of 55 mm, which is suitable for short-distance obstacle avoidance. When the binocular camera performs stereo matching, the target feature is unstable due to external factors, which reduces the detection accuracy of the target obstacle. In order to avoid the impact of information loss on the recognition result, the left lens is selected by default to extract and detect human-shape targets.

Figure 2  Supernode binocular camera Iris550

Due to the wide range of human activities and the great uncertainty of the activity route, people who are far away cannot be determined whether they will block the operation. Only the obstacles within a certain distance will hinder the normal spraying of agricultural UAV. For a range within 2 meters, as the operational flight speed of agricultural UAV is 3-6 m/s and has motion inertia, humans also have a certain speed when moving, recognition within this range is of no help to prevent collision accidents. At the same time, the fastest response time of humans has individual differences. When the agricultural UAV flies at a speed of 6 m/s, assuming that the reaction time of a person in stationary state is 1 second, the safety distance is at least 6 meters to avoid accidents. Combined with the safe distance range of human, the early warning range of agricultural UAV is artificially set beyond 6 meters, and the execution range of obstacle avoidance action is within 6 meters. Therefore, 2-6 meters are selected as the testing range for detection in this paper. In order to ensure there are obvious changes in the obstacle pictures at different distances, this paper uses 1 meter as the interval for testing.

According to the Report on Nutrition and Chronic Disease Status of Chinese Residents (2015)[16], the average height of adult men and women aged 18 and older is 167.1 cm and 155.8 cm respectively. Agricultural drones fly at a height of 1-3 m from the crop canopy during normal operation. When they are on the same horizontal plane and the vertical height is greater than 2 m, the probability of the aircraft directly hitting a person is small, which is regarded as a relatively safe critical height. However, when the UAV’s flying height is less than 2 meters, it is easy to directly collide with people. Therefore, in the experiment, the testing height of Iris550 is set to 1 meter.

2.3 Algorithm

In this algorithm, firstly use the left lens to collect the front and back images of human-shape obstacles at different intervals of 2-6 m. Then, according to the collecting images, use the cascade object detector combined with the elliptical skin color model to distinguish human-shape upper bodies from the environment, which parameters are selected based on prior experience. At the same time, select the largest connected area as the target area, complete the extraction of human-shape obstacle’s upper body, binarize the extracted image, and obtain the horizontal projection histogram. According to the acquired horizontal projection histogram, the contour structure information of the upper body and the relevant data of special points are obtained. $R_{hs}$ and $R_{hs2}$ are calculated to determine whether they conform to the relevant structural data of human body. When it is identified as a person, the depth information is combined to make the next obstacle avoidance judgment. The specific process is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3  Head-shoulder ratio recognition flowchart

The Otsu algorithm[20] is used for image binarization, which is considered as the best algorithm for threshold selection in image segmentation. It is simple to calculate and is not affected by image brightness and contrast. It divides the image into two parts, the background and the foreground, according to the gray characteristics of the image. When the optimal threshold is taken, the variance between the two should be the largest.

Its mathematical formulation is as follows, divide the pixel value of the object picture into G gray levels $[1, 2, ..., G]$, use $n_i$ to represent the number of pixels of level $i$, then it is easy to get the total number $N$ of pixels as,

$$N = n_1 + n_2 + ... + n_G$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The gray-lever histogram is normalized and regarded as a probability distribution:

$$P_i = \frac{n_i}{N}, \quad P_i \geq 0, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{G} P_i = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Dichotomize the pixels into two classes $C_0$ and $C_o$ (background and objects) by a threshold at level $k$. $C_0$ denotes pixels with levels $[1, 2, ..., k]$ and $C_o$ denotes pixels with levels $[k+1, k+2, ..., G]$. Then the mean values of these two classes of pixels are $m_b$ and $m_o$, and the global mean value of the image is $m$. At the same time, the probability of class occurrence is $p_b$ and $p_o$ respectively, those are given by

$$P_b = \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_i, \quad m_b = \frac{1}{P_b} \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_i \cdot i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$p_o = \sum_{i=k+1}^{G} P_i = 1 - p_b, \quad m_o = \frac{1}{P_o} \sum_{i=k+1}^{G} P_i \cdot i$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$m_b \cdot p_b + m_o \cdot p_o = m$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The expression of between-class variance $\sigma^2$ is

$$\sigma^2 = p_b (m_b - m)^2 + p_o (m_o - m)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

(due to (3-5)) and

$$\sigma^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_i \sum_{i=k+1}^{G} P_i \left( \frac{1}{P_b} \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_i \cdot i - \frac{1}{P_o} \sum_{i=k+1}^{G} P_i \cdot i \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

 Traverse 0-255 gray levels, the gray level $k$ that maximizes $\sigma^2$ is the optimal threshold $k'$, and the probability of misclassification is minimum. The $k'$ is used for image binarization segmentation, then extract edge of the upper body in
binary image. In horizontal projection histogram, the x-axis represents the number of rows, and the Y-axis represents the number of white pixels in the row. As shown in Figure 4, the upper limit of the X-axis in the histogram can be determined as the overhead point \(A(x_A, y_A)\), and the maximum value near the point is determined as the head width \(W_H\), which is recorded as \(B(x_B, y_B)\), namely \(W_H = y_B\). Since the maximum shoulder width \(W_S\) is 2.12-3.45 times of the maximum width of the head \(W_H\), find the point \(C(x_C, y_C)\) with the maximum curvature in \(2.12W_H \leq y \leq 3.45W_H\), and the ordinate of point \(C\) can be regarded as the maximum shoulder width \(W_S\), which is \(W_S = y_C\). The distance from point \(A\) to point \(C\) can be regarded as the vertical distance \(D\) from top of head to maximum shoulder width, then \(D = x_C - x_A\). According to the proportional relation shown in Eq. (8),

\[
R_{HS1} = \frac{W_H}{W_S}, \quad R_{HS2} = \frac{2W_H}{D}
\]

Figure 4  Horizontal projection histogram of human-shape obstacles

The cascade object detector uses the Viola-Jones algorithm\[11\] to detect upper body, which can detect object categories whose aspect ratio does not vary significantly. The vision.CascadeObjectDetector System object detects objects in images by sliding a window over the image. The detector then uses a cascade classifier to decide whether the window contains the object of interest. The size of the window varies to detect objects at different scales, but its aspect ratio remains fixed. The detector is very sensitive to out-of-plane rotation, because the aspect ratio changes for most 3-D objects. Thus, we only train a detector for front and back orientation of the human-shape obstacle, the training image size is \([18 \ 22]\). The upper body is detected, which is defined as the head and shoulder areas. This model uses the haar function to encode detailed information about the head and shoulder areas. Because it uses more functions around the head, this model is more reliable for posture changes (such as head rotation).

2.4 Test environment

In order to verify the feasibility of the algorithm identification, Iris550 was used for indoor and outdoor experiments in different scenes, such as the Heyuan Laboratory of South China Agricultural University, the bushes and the cement road in the sugar orange orchard in Sihui, Guangdong. In the test, a man with height of 178 cm and weight of 90 kg and a woman with height of 165 cm and weight of 51 kg were respectively taken as human-shape obstacles. The height of Iris550 was set as 1m to simulate the hovering height of the agricultural UAV. Images of human-shape obstacles were collected at intervals of 1 m within the test distance of 2-6 m, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

![Figure 5  Indoor experiment in Heyuan](image)

![Figure 6  Outdoor experiment in sugar orange orchard of Sihui](image)

The human-shape obstacle recognition algorithm was compiled in the MATLAB R2019a compiler. The error rate of \(R_{HS1}\) and \(R_{HS2}\) was set as ±2%, and the following three groups of tests were selected for explanation, laboratory environment, farmland environment and farmland cement road. According to the characteristics of a human-shape obstacle selected above, when \(R_{HS1} \in [0.29, 0.47]\) and \(R_{HS2} \in [0.54, 0.72]\), it can be identified as a human-shape obstacle.

3 Analysis and discussion

In the indoor test of Heyuan laboratory (as shown in Figure 7), taking the back image at a distance of 5m as an example, the algorithm will mark all the suspected human-shape obstacles in the scene, including human-shaped obstacles, potted plants, door frames and Paper cutting, etc., binarize all suspected human-shape obstacles, calculate \(R_{HS1}\) and \(R_{HS2}\) according to the horizontal projection histogram, and determine whether there are human-shape obstacles in the picture. In this test, the human head-shoulder ratio feature can be used effectively to distinguish all human-shape obstacles. However, the intensity and complexity of the indoor environment cannot fully simulate the farmland environment.

In view of the accidental collision of pedestrians walking on the ridges, each dataset of the male tester was randomly identified and judged. The test scene is shown in Figure 8. Table 2 shows the identification results and depth information of male tester on the cement road in the farmland environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard distance/m</th>
<th>(R_{HS1})</th>
<th>(R_{HS2})</th>
<th>Depth/m</th>
<th>Test angle</th>
<th>Judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.999</td>
<td>0.42336</td>
<td>0.57727</td>
<td>1.989</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.999</td>
<td>0.37500</td>
<td>0.54545</td>
<td>3.117</td>
<td>Back</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.001</td>
<td>0.37129</td>
<td>0.54348</td>
<td>4.184</td>
<td>Back</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.999</td>
<td>0.45770</td>
<td>0.55758</td>
<td>5.213</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.001</td>
<td>0.48538</td>
<td>0.66529</td>
<td>6.269</td>
<td>Back</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Test results of human-shape obstacle on cement road in farmland

...
As can be seen from Table 2, within the set test range of 6 meters, the binocular camera has a good depth recognition effect, but in the ratio detection, the $R_{HS1}$ value of 6 m is slightly higher than the judgment range. After inspection, it is found that the upper body of the male tester in the 6-meter picture has a rotation angle. As shown in Figure 9, the position of the mask and ears affects the extraction of the maximum head width $W_H$.

Because human head and shoulders may have angular deflection, $R_{HS1}$ and $R_{HS2}$ are corrected to ±5% error tolerance range, the error recognition at 6 m is corrected and the recognition rate is also improved. Therefore, judging field humanoid obstacles based on the proportion of the human body on farm roads has good distinguishability. Within the maximum testing range of 6 meters, the relative depth error is within 5%, and the detection time for a human-shape obstacle is less than 150 ms, which meets the obstacle avoidance requirements.
In the bush test, as shown in Figure 10b, when the illumination is uneven, the original algorithm can extract the upper body and head-shoulder feature points, but the horizontal projection histogram contour is not ideal. When a person’s clothing is similar to the background color, as shown in Figure 10c, there will be incomplete outlines or blurred edges in the binary graph, and the head-shoulder feature points of human-shaped obstacles cannot be correctly identified, which causes value of RHSD and RSHD overflows the judgment range. Therefore, homomorphic filtering, image sharpening and other image enhancement processing are added into the algorithm, as shown in Figure 10d, the processed image is with good effect. The head and shoulder feature points can be extracted. Although the arm contour is missing, it does not affect the judgment of head-shoulder proportion.

4 Conclusions

According to the human appearance scene in farmland, head-shoulder ratio characteristics and basic spraying parameters, this paper proposes a field human-shape obstacle recognition method based on Viola-Jones Algorithm, and validates the method in indoor and outdoor environments. The proposed Viola-Jones Algorithm method is capable of identifying human-shaped obstacles on the front or back of the field.

The cascade object detector can be used to obtain the upper body within the view scope of particular angle, but in the binary images, the width of head and shoulders change with ears, hair, accessories, clothes, etc., also affected by environmental factors such as light, the shooting angle. The next research can be combined with Full-body Human Detector, Pedestrian Detection, Face Recognition (including the ear), which will broaden the recognition scene and type, improve the recognition algorithm of farmland humanoid obstacles.

At present, this article only selects the head-shoulder ratio characteristics of Chinese adults and it is only suitable for the rapid and preliminary analysis of human-shape obstacles in China. The detection in complex background and recognition of other farmland obstacles are still difficult problems in the study of obstacle avoidance in farmland.
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